
APPENDIX TO RRORRT OBSERVING PLAN TUTORIAL

CHOOSING POSITION ANGLE USING ALADIN ATLAS OR THE SKY X



Position Angle

The RRORRT uses a rotator and camera system with a main image sensor and a
smaller guide sensor. When creating a observing plan in ACP, a Position Angle (PA) is
required. The PA specifies the degrees the RRORRT’s rotator must move to align the
camera’s guide sensor to a guide star to provide better tracking during long exposures.

This appendix will show the user how to use two planetarium programs–Aladin Atlas
and The Sky X–to find a suitable guide star and determine the PA to use in an observing
plan by using a Field Of View Indicator (FOVI).

Aladin Atlas

Aladin Atlas is a java tool that contains multiple sky surveys and catalogues developed
by the Centre de Donnees astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS). Search for Aladin Atlas
in your web browser or go to:

https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/#AladinDesktop.

This program also uses a FOVI file. You can request the file from the RRORRT Co-
Manager at stephenacaldwell@mac.com

Note: Aladin Atlas requires the Java Virtual Machine to run on your computer. This
tutorial uses the Aladin Atlas Desktop app on Windows.

After installing Aladin, click on the icon to start the application.



Go to FILE and choose Load
instrument FoV…

The Instrument fields of view window will open. Click Load it…

Navigate to the directory and folder you placed the RRORRT FOVI.vot
file. Highlight the file and click Open.



RRORRT will be added to the list. Type in a target object (for example,
M51) and click SUBMIT

The FOVI will appear in Aladin. In the center is the camera FOV. The
smaller box within the circles is the sensor FOV. On the right hand side
of the image window RRORRT appears in the layer list. Sliders
underneath the layer list control zoom and opacity.
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Aladin has an exhaustive catalogue of sky surveys. In this tutorial, we will
use the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) from the top bookmarks to
choose a guide star for our image. The SDSS will appear in the layer list
under the FOVI. Use the zoom slider to change to view size.

To find a guide star, begin
clicking on objects within
the outer rings. Clicking on
an object will put it in a
cross-hair. Hold the cursor
within the cross-hair to
bring up information about
the object (Name, type,
magnitude). Note that
some objects may not
have information.



To move the guider FOV, place the cursor over an edge and drag the box
into position over the selected guide star. As you drag the box, the angle
will appear in the status bar under the image (Rotation: angle=12.8o). This
will be the Position Angle (PA) data for your observing plan. Make a note
of the number. When you move the cursor, the number will disappear.



The Sky X


